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“Did you know, 500 years ago this was a green and 
peaceful area? The old Earl of Peckham had a  
castle where the Kwik-Fit exhaust centre now 

stands.

Flaxen-haired maidens used to dance round the 
village maypole of an evening. And then one  

fateful medieval day, the Trotter clan arrived in 
a stolen Zephyr.

Before you knew it, the flaxen-haired maiden was 
up the spout, the old Earl had been sold some 

hooky armour and someone nicked the maypole.”

BOYCIE
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Conduct risk

Conduct risk is very topical in the financial 

services industry and is likely to remain so for as 

long as scandals continue to make the national 

news. 

The tomfoolery of these scandals could have 

come straight from an Only Fools and Horses 

episode. 

It wouldn’t come as any surprise if Del Boy and 

Rodney considered straying from the black 

market to participate in payment protection 

insurance (PPI) - “everyone’s a winner” - 

interest rate swaps, residential mortgage bond 

scrutinisation mis-selling, benchmark rigging 

(Libor, Foreign Exchange and Gold) and card 

security product schemes - “lovely jubbly”.

Multi-million-pound regulatory fines have been 

issued by the Financial Conduct Authority 

including for manipulation of benchmarks, 

conflicts of interest, IT system failures, 

ineffective protection of Client Money and 

Assets and failure to implement effective 

controls over bribery and corruption. It’s hard 

to see if things could get any worse. Already 

this year we have seen regulatory fines and 

exclusion from performing significant influence 

functions within the financial services industry.  

Over the past decade the apparent disconnect 

between customer outcomes and firms’ 

objectives has spurred many jurisdictions to 

review their consumer protection frameworks, 

resulting in the establishment of regulators 

with consumer protection objectives such as 

the European Securities and Markets Authority 

(ESMA), the Bureau of Consumer Financial 

Protection (Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform 

and Consumer Protection Act), and the UK’s 

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

If the Trotters were still trading from the streets 

of London, would they abide by these same 

regulations or would they still just get the 

suitcase from the van if people want the best 

and don’t ask questions? Or simply decide to 

“Drink up Trig, drink up, we’re leaving!”.
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What is conduct risk?

We can imagine Del Boy saying “the clue’s 
in the regulator’s name”. It is called the 
Financial Conduct Authority after all.

Misconduct in this context is any behaviour 
that is inconsistent with the FCA’s high 
level objectives. The FCA’s principal aim 
is to “make financial markets work well 
so that consumers get a fair deal”.  This is 
broken down into ensuring that they:

• Secure an appropriate degree of
protection for consumers.

• Protect and enhance the integrity of the
UK financial system.

• Promote effective competition in the
interests of consumers.

Conduct risk covers the usual regulatory areas 

of treating customers fairly, financial crime 

and market abuse, whistleblowing, bribery 

and corruption, conflicts of interest and 

remuneration and incentives. However, it also 

covers other areas such as business models, 

culture, product development and governance, 

ethics, integrity, sales and marketing practices 

and competition. Conduct risk is no longer 

simply a compliance department issue - it is 

everyone’s business.

“There’s no point in running 
away. Running away only wears 

out your shoes” 
DEL BOY
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Drivers for current profile

The long list of financial industry 
misdemeanours has served to illustrate an 
unbalanced focus on the corporate bottom 
line at the expense of good corporate 
conduct and consumer outcomes.  

The search for even higher “abnormal” 
profits has resulted in poor corporate 
practices and weakened control 
frameworks that fail to protect the firm 
against “bad” conduct, especially resulting 
from uni-directional remuneration and 
incentive arrangements. 

The focus on the short-term meant long-
term relationships were discounted and 
not rewarded. 

This could be described as the “Trotter 
Effect”. 

“She used to say, ‘It’s better 
to know you’ve lost than not 

to know you’ve won.’ Dear old 
Mum... she used to say some 

bloody stupid things.” 
DEL BOY

DEL BOY: “Don’t worry, Rodney. 
This time next year, we’ll be 

millionaires!”

RODNEY: “This time last week 
we WERE millionaires!”
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Crank it up!

Is regulatory scrutiny going away? No!!

Rather than receding into the rear view mirror, 

the issues about culture and conduct continue 

to make headlines and remain firmly in the 

regulators’ headlights. 

In fact, regulators globally continue to wrestle 

with how to drive change in corporate culture 

in a relatively quick period. Enormous fines, 

regulatory sanctions at corporate and individual 

level, and the enhanced supervisory regime 

continue to play their part but this is only a 

piece of the solution.  

“I see it as a combination 
of my business acumen and 

salesmanship, and your ability 
to drive a three-wheeled van. 

Badly.” 
DEL BOY
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Doing the right thing by 
customers

The regulator has made clear that the days 
of the “heads I win and tails you lose” 
culture for firms is in the past. Changing the 
culture of the firm is enormously difficult 
and requires deliberate effort, commitment 
and time.  

The firm’s board should define the firm’s 
culture and executive management should 
be responsible for its implementation. 

A good risk culture is setting the right tone 
from the top, assigning accountability, 
effective communication and challenge 
and designing appropriate incentives. 
Elements of a good risk culture include 
risk governance, risk appetite and 
compensation. 

“Zero sum game” products where only 
the firm comes out better off (at the 
expense of customers) will attract the 
increased scrutiny of the regulators. This 
can be particularly so in instances where 

information asymmetry either by design 
or practice is skewed in favour of the firm 
e.g. self-regulated Libor benchmarking
and swap products. These cases were
effectively rigged against the customers
with the outcome almost predetermined
from initiation.

Regulators are now more inclined to 
intervene much earlier in the product 
lifecycle, before too much damage has 
been done. 

“I’m the only one in our family 
who ever went to sea. Well, 

my grandmother’s brother was 
Safety Officer on the Titanic, 
but we never talk about it.” 

UNCLE ALBERT
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Managing conduct risk

Conduct risk should be clearly owned 
by an individual or a group of people 
with sufficient authority. Holding specific 
individuals accountable within the firm 
and to the regulator for conduct risk is an 
effective way to get things accomplished. 
This replicates the regulatory view as 
evidenced by the Senior Managers Regime 
implemented for banks and which is going 
to be rolled out to other regulated entities.

At the ownership level, key responsibilities 
include defining the corporate expectations, 
usually referred to as setting the risk appetite, 
consistent with the business strategy. The risk 
appetite statement outlines the boundaries of 
acceptable behaviour for the business. 

Martin Wheatley, Former Chief Executive of 
the FCA stated:

“What would a conduct risk appetite 
look like: no more than two attempts to 
manipulate global benchmarks? No more 
than £10m of products mis-sold that day? No 
more than five major counterparties front-run 
on their transactions? Clearly a statement 
of conduct risk appetite on this model does 
not work. You cannot box it into a formula. In 
fact, there is no ex-ante statement of conduct 
risk that works – it can only be zero.”

“Come on Rodney, I’ve told you 
before, it’s everything between 
you and me split straight down 

the middle, 60-40.” 
DEL BOY

“He who dares wins. He who 
hesitates .... doesn’t” 

DEL BOY
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Simply, there is no tolerance for 
any misconduct

Conduct risk should be managed as a different 

class of risk within every firm’s overall risk 

management framework. It should be subject 

to the same processes as other risks including 

setting risk appetites, risk assessment, risk 

management, management information and 

reporting. There is no need to build parallel risk 

processes.  

The risk assessment process should be rigorous 

and extensive, taking into account the firm’s 

entire product value chain and identifying 

those activities that could potentially impact 

its conduct risk including business model, 

business strategies and objectives, client 

recruitment and engagement, sophistication of 

clients, complexity of products and employee 

remuneration practices. 

Risk assessment activities which have 

historically been undertaken by second line 

functions with 

siloed input 

from senior 

managers will, 

to be effective,

have to be 

performed 

cross-function. 

Previously

under-

represented departments such as human 

resources, product development and product 

distribution have to be more involved in the 

conduct risk assessment processes. 

Given the wide scope of conduct risk, it is 

clearly too big for any single individual to own 

within the firm. Responsibilities should be 

assigned to individuals or committees along the 

business value chain reporting to the overall 

authority on conduct risk within the firm. As 

an example, the responsibility for conduct 

risk within client processes such as customer 

recruitment, management and product 

distribution may be assigned to the individual 

responsible for marketing and distribution.  

Will occur Extreme High Moderate Low

Impact of loss Over 90% 90%<>75% 75%<>25% 35%<>10% Under 10%

Catastrophic 8 7 6 5 4

High 7 6 5 4 3

Medium 6 5 4 3 2

Minor 5 4 3 2 1

None 0 0 0 0 0

Interpretation of scores

6 to 8 These risks are extreme. Actions to mitigate these 

risks should be implemented immediately.

5 These risks are very high. Countermeasure actions to 

mitigate these risks should be implemented as soon 

as possible.

3 to 4 These risks are moderate. Countermeasure actions 

to mitigate these risks should be implemented in the 

near term.

1 to 2 These risks are low. Countermeasure actions to 

mitigate these risks should be implemented as con-

venient as they will enhance security overall.

0 These currently pose no risk but should continue to 

be monitored.
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Embedding conduct risk management 
in the business is critical for its effective 
management. It cannot be managed 
remotely by a separate department. 

The business must establish effective 
mechanisms for ongoing conduct risk 
monitoring by establishing lagging and 
predictive key risk indicators, management 
information and reporting and integrating 
these with other information from the 
business that would assist with providing 
a profile of the conduct risk environment 
within the business. 

These indicators should be established 
by reference to the firm’s risk appetite 
statement. In most cases, current business 
and risk metrics can be used to provide 
insight on conduct risk activities, for 
example, relationships between product 
sales, distribution and sales commissions 
and customer complaints. In addition, 
predictive measures such as forecast 
product performance comparisons to 
prospectuses can provide an insight into 

product suitability and performance. 

BOYCIE: Where d’you get those 
aces from?

DEL BOY: Same place you got 
those kings. I always knew you 

were cheating, Boycie.

BOYCIE: Yeah, how?

DEL BOY: ‘Cause that wasn’t the 
hand that I dealt you.
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In conclusion

Conduct risk is not a new class of risk. It 
is, however, an amalgamation of various 
specific risks that have been brought 
together to describe the regulatory 
expectation of business behaviour. The 
regulatory attitude to “bad” conduct is far 
less lenient now and the FCA is more inclined 
to use the various tools at its disposal to 
seek redress for customers, normalise profits 
though regulatory fines, and reprimand or 
sanction business executives on a personal 
level.

Perhaps more than just a regulatory issue, 
good conduct is good business practice. 
Doing the right thing by customers requires 
a longer term view of the relationships. 
Changing the firm’s culture faces market and 
industry headwinds as internal change not 
supported by market practices may erode 
the firm’s competitiveness in the short-term. 

Firms need to rebalance their strategic 
levers to ensure good customer outcomes 
and market conduct driven by appropriate 
cultures. The value chain should be reviewed 
to identify and assess the activities, 
processes and procedures susceptible to 

“bad” conduct. Appropriate mitigation 
should be implemented to ensure that the 
firm operates within its risk appetite and 
that appropriate reporting is escalated to 
those with ultimate responsibility for its 
management. 

Finally, the Senior Managers Regime 
seeks to hold individuals within the 
firm personally responsible for business 
activities. Regulatory expectations have 
been established and the regulator has 
demonstrated that it is prepared to hold 
senior managers within the business to 
account for the firm’s failings. If that’s not 
enough incentive, then I don’t know what is.

“You were declared bankrupt. 
You have been banned from 
running any company, from 

sitting on any boards or dealing 
with any shares. They don’t 

even want you past the Stock 
Exchange on a bike! And you 
owe the Inland Revenue over 

£50,000.” 
RODNEY to DEL BOY
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Steps to an effective conduct risk 
management framework

• The board should define and regularly

monitor the culture of the firm.

• Articulate and regularly communicate the

firm’s conduct risk appetite.

• Assign accountabilities, roles and

responsibilities for conduct risk

management.

• Identify conduct risk vulnerabilities from

the business strategy (products, customers,

processes, technology and employees).

• Mind the gaps and implement mitigating

actions. Reward the right behaviours.

• Regularly monitor, escalate and report on

conduct risk.

• Regularly reassess the approach to conduct

risk management.

• Embed all the above so they become

second nature. Live by doing the “right

thing”.

Xcina Consulting has the resources and 

specialist skills to assist you in getting to grips 

with your conduct risk, evaluating your current 

framework and proposing and (if required) 

undertaking remediation activities. We provide 

pragmatic and cost-effective solutions for your 

business drawing on our extensive experience 

working in the industry. 
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